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EXXONMOBIL PERSPECTIVES

Economy appears to be recovering, but the pace is uncertain
Global GDP potential recovery pathways
Trillion 2010$ 
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Sources: ExxonMobil's own analysis, IMF, IHS Markit, and other credible third party sources
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COVID-19 projected to have largest impact on discretionary travel

Global primary energy demand
Quads

% Delta vs ‘19

Upside Medium Downside

Source: Primary Energy from ExxonMobil’s analysis based on IEA and other credible third party sources
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Energy evolution in transport - The European context

CO2 emissions and percentage change by economic sector in the EU-28, 1990-2016
(millions of tons of CO2 equivalent and %)
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Source: The European House – Ambrosetti elaboration on European Environment Agency data, 2019.



EU refiners pathway to climate neutrality by 2050

Source: Fuels Europe – «Clean fuels for all»
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